Chapter 3

Hilbert on General Covariance
and Causality
Katherine Brading and Thomas Ryckman

3.1 Introduction
Hilbert’s work on generally covariant physics in 1915 led him to diagnose a
tension between general covariance and causality, and to seek its resolution. In an
earlier paper in this series (Brading and Ryckman 2009), we presented Hilbert’s
reconsideration of the status of causality in the light of general covariance as
it unfolds in Hilbert’s First and Second Communications on the Foundations of
Physics (Hilbert 1915a,b, 1917). In our paper, we claim that Hilbert’s “causality
problem” and the resolution he offers differ from the (in)famous “hole argument”
and its resolution, due to Einstein (see also Brading and Ryckman (2008, section
7)). The questions and feedback that we continue to receive when discussing this
research have made it clear that a supplementary note would be valuable, giving
further details of the differences between Hilbert’s “causality problem” and that
of Einstein, and also making explicit the relationship between Hilbert’s proposed
resolution and how we think about general covariance and causality in General
Relativity today. The purpose of this paper is to address these two points.
We begin with a review of Einstein’s “causality problem” and the solutions that
he offers (Sections (3.2) and (3.3)). We then discuss the evolution of Hilbert’s
“causality problem” through the First and Second Communications (Sections
(3.4) and (3.5)), before addressing (in Section (3.6)) the resolution that he
offers in the Second Communication, including its relationship to how we think
about these things today. Hilbert’s “causality problem” has both a mathematical
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and an epistemological face, and while the mathematical problem and its resolution
are standard fare in General Relativity today, his epistemological discussions remain
largely unknown. We end by comparing Einstein’s “causality problem” with that of
Hilbert, and here make the case that Hilbert was never a victim of Einstein’s “hole
argument” (see Section (3.7)).

3.2 Einstein’s “Causality Problem”
When Einstein was lecturing in Göttingen during the summer of 1915, he still
believed that generally covariant field equations were not to be had. He had two
arguments for this, one is the so-called “hole argument” (see Stachel (1989)). and
the other has to do with energy conservation.
Einstein’s hole argument has been the subject of detailed consideration in the
history and philosophy of general relativity literature.1 In the argument, Einstein
considers a region of spacetime in which there are no matter fields present (the
“hole”). He then shows that, in a generally covariant theory, no amount of data
about the values of the matter and gravitational fields (or the metric) outside the
hole is sufficient such that, when combined with the field equations, the values of the
gravitational field inside the hole are uniquely determined. This was unacceptable
to Einstein: motivated by what he would later refer to as “Mach’s principle”, he was
searching for a theory in which the matter fields plus the field equations would
uniquely determine the metric.2 Thus, the hole argument can be understood as
posing a kind of “causality problem” for any generally covariant theory.
Einstein formulated the hole argument as a post hoc justification for his failure
to find generally covariant field equations. His thinking about energy conservation
had led him to conclude that we need to restrict the covariance class of our theory.
The conclusion of the hole argument was that no generally covariant theory will be
physically acceptable. Using energy-momentum conservation to arrive at four nongenerally covariant conditions, Einstein restricted the covariance properties of his
field equations and thereby restored “causality”. This seemed satisfactory: Einstein
had an argument for why no generally covariant theory could be physically possible
(the hole argument), and he had conditions limiting the covariance class of his field
equations that were motivated by physical considerations (energy conservation).3
While we do not know for sure what Einstein said in his 1915 Göttingen lectures,
they were surely the catalyst for Hilbert’s First and Second Communications

1 In

addition to Stachel (1989), see also Norton (1984, pp. 286-91), Norton (1993, sections 1-3),
(Ryckman 2005, section 2.2.2), and references therein.
2 For more on Einstein’s (mis)appropriation of Mach’s principle, see Barbour (2005).
3 (Einstein and Grossmann 1914). See Janssen and Renn (2007), for the details of the story.
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(Hilbert 1915a,b, 1917). Hilbert is explicit in attributing the idea of generally
covariant physics to Einstein, and it is reasonable to infer that two key features
of Einstein’s work on gravitational theory (concerning a conflict between general
covariance and causality, and the use of conservation of energy to resolve the problem) were included in his lectures. It is also reasonable to infer that they were picked
up by Hilbert, then to appear in the December Proofs of his First Communication
(Hilbert 1915a).4 However, as we will see, Hilbert had a different understanding
from Einstein of the problem of causality raised by general covariance, and also,
therefore, used the considerations about energy conservation rather differently.
The appeal to energy conservation to address problems of causality was consigned to the scrap heap before the year was out. On the 2nd of December 1915,
Einstein published the familiar Einstein Field Equations of General Relativity which
are, of course, generally covariant; energy conservation no longer restricts the
covariance properties of the field equations.
Einstein later “solved” the “problem of causality” posed in his hole argument via
his “point coincidence argument”. As we hope to make clear in what follows, it is
this solution that helps to pinpoint Einstein’s own “causality problem” and to make
vivid the differences between this and Hilbert’s “causality problem”.

3.3 Einstein’s “Point Coincidence Argument”
As is now well-documented, Einstein extricated himself from the conclusion of the
hole argument by means of his so-called “point coincidence argument”.5 However,
this resolution of the difficulty was only obliquely expressed in print in the canonical
presentation of the new theory published on 11 May 1916 (Einstein 1916). A
passage in section 3 of that paper was first identified as the “point-coincidence
argument” by Stachel (1989), and it presents a puzzle: it begins with a declaration
that the requirement of general covariance removes “the last remnant of physical
objectivity from space and time”, but in support of this apparently ontological
conclusion offers what seems to be a suspiciously epistemological argument.
The first premise states that all of our spacetime observations and measurements
ultimately amount to a determination of spacetime coincidences. As illustrative
examples of this premise, Einstein cites the meeting of two or more material points,
and even the coincidence between a pointer and the marks on a dial. The second
premise concerns the role of coordinate systems, and is the suggestion that the
introduction of a coordinate system merely facilitates the description of the totality

4 The

“December Proofs” (Hilbert 1915a) were recently discovered (see Corry, L., J. Renn, and J.
Stachel (1997) and contain significant differences from the published version (Hilbert 1915b). For
discussion of these differences, and differing opinions on their significance, see Renn and Stachel
(1999), and Sauer (1999, 2005).
5 See Stachel (1989), and also Norton (1993, section 3.5), and Ryckman (2005, p. 21).
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of such coincidences. But, since two coincident point events (described by identical
coordinates in a given coordinate system) will remain coincident in a new coordinate
system (arrived at from the first by an arbitrary coordinate transformation), we have
no reason to prefer one system of coordinates to any other. Thus, we arrive at the
requirement of general covariance.
The verificationist flavor of this argument was widely hailed by Machians (such
as Phillip Frank) and positivists of various stripes. Following Stachel (and in the
light of much later Einstein texts), we suppose a more charitable gloss can be
given to the point coincidence argument. What Einstein should have said is that the
discordant conclusion stemming from the hole argument (that generally covariant
field equations lead to indeterminism) no longer goes through once it has been
recognized that systems of spacetime coordinates have no metrical or other physical
significance, but serve as essentially arbitrary labels for spacetime points. Thus
the supposedly distinct solutions generated by given matter sources can now be
recognized as being merely different mathematical descriptions of the same physical
state of affairs. It is this realization that enables Einstein to evade the causality
problem posed by the hole argument.

3.4 Hilbert’s “Causality Problem”, 1915
Throughout the First Communication, both proofs and published version (Hilbert
1915a,b), and the Second Communication (Hilbert 1917) Hilbert never wavers
from his commitment to general covariance. As we have argued (Brading and
Ryckman 2008, 2009), Hilbert saw profound epistemological significance in general
covariance, and sought to explore the consequences of adopting it as an axiom of
fundamental physics.
Already in the proofs, Hilbert makes clear the implications of generally covariant
physics for considerations of causality, as he understood them. He claims that any
generally covariant theory will face a problem of mathematical underdetermination,
stating explicitly in his Theorem 1 that for a system of n Euler-Lagrange differential
equations in n variables obtained from a generally covariant action integral, there
will be only n − 4 equations for the n variables. Hilbert then argues as follows:
Therefore, if we want to preserve the determinate character of the fundamental equations
of physics according to Cauchy’s theory of differential equations, the requirement of four
additional non-invariant equations supplementing [the field equations] is essential. (Hilbert
1915a, p. 4)

In this extract we see two things clearly stated: the first is Hilbert’s “causality
problem”, and the second is his proposal for its resolution. Hilbert explicitly states
that the causality problem associated with general covariance concerns Cauchy
determination. The question is whether a generally covariant theory admits of
a well-posed Cauchy problem, and Theorem 1 suggests that it does not. In the
context of spacetime theory and a system of second-order partial differential
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equations on that spacetime, a well-posed Cauchy problem requires that the initial
data assignments to the unknown field functions and their first (time) derivatives
on a spacelike hypersurface determine the second time derivatives of the given
field quantities, and thereby unique solutions off the hypersurface (for appropriate
regions). Hilbert’s Theorem 1 pinpoints failure of Cauchy determination as a
consequence of general covariance. This is Hilbert’s “problem of causality” in 1915.
Distinct from this diagnosis of a causality problem is the solution Hilbert offers
in the proofs: the addition of four further equations. Hilbert followed Einstein in
using energy conservation to provide these additional equations, but his purpose was
somewhat different. For Hilbert, general covariance retains its axiomatic status, and
the field equations remain generally covariant; but, for the sole purpose of meeting the mathematical requirement of Cauchy determination within this generally
covariant structure, additional conditions (deriving from energy conservation) are
imposed.6
With the publication of the generally covariant Einstein Field Equations (for
which, of course, Einstein no longer uses energy conservation to restrict the
covariance properties of the field equations) Hilbert had to abandon this solution
to his causality problem. And, indeed, when we look at the published version of the
First Communication, this whole application of energy conservation has gone. But
Theorem 1 is still there in the published version: so the causality problem is still
there, but now Hilbert has no solution for it.

3.5 Hilbert’s “Causality Problem”, 1917
Hilbert’s Second Communication (Hilbert 1917) includes a new treatment of
the causality problem originally posed in the First Communication, embedding
and developing the original mathematical problem in an explicit epistemological
context. As we discuss in what follows, Hilbert presents his causality problem as
an apparent conflict between the axiom of general covariance and our experience
of the world as causally ordered and causally determinate. This makes explicit
the epistemological aspect of the problem, which in the First Communication had
appeared under a predominantly mathematical guise. For Hilbert the deep problem
is the epistemological problem.
It is clear that from the outset Hilbert saw deep epistemological significance
in general covariance. He saw the adoption of general covariance as an important
step towards removing the contributions of human subjectivity from the conceptual
6 Some commentators have mistakenly asserted that Hilbert’s equations are not generally covariant.

On this issue we wholeheartedly support Ohanian’s recent statement when he writes: “The fact is
that Hilbert’s variational equations are covariant, but he supplements them, correctly, by extra,
noncovariant, coordinate conditions that are needed to make the solution unique, as is well known
to anybody who has ever tried to construct a solution of the Einstein equations.” (Ohanian 2008, p.
355 (n. 56 to p. 221)).
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structure of physics; specifically, by making it independent of the way in which
world-points are designated (through coordinates). Thus, immediately following the
statement of his axiom of general covariance in his First Communication, he writes
that this axiom is: “the simplest mathematical expression of the demand that the
inter-linking of the potentials gμν , qs is by itself entirely independent of the way one
chooses to label the world’s points by means of world parameters.” This statement
appears in both the proofs and the published version (Hilbert 1915a, p. 990); (Hilbert
1915b, p. 1004). The point is repeated again in Hilbert (1919/1992, p. 49), and in
1921 Hilbert describes the move to general covariance as an emancipation from
“the subjective moments of human intuition with respect to space and time” and
“a radical elimination of anthropomorphic slag” (cited in Majer 1995, p. 284).
This understanding of general covariance leads to a corresponding epistemological
aspect of the “causality problem”, because the requirement of causality appears to
be inconsistent with the emancipation achieved by general covariance.
As in the First Communication, the tension between general covariance and
causality is given a precise mathematical characterization: Hilbert points out
that general covariance leads to a mathematical problem with respect to Cauchy
determination. New to the mathematical discussion is Hilbert’s observation that
arbitrary point transformations (diffeomorphisms) do not respect the relation of
cause and effect among world points lying on the same timelike curve: they allow
transformations that reverse the temporal order of “cause” and “effect” or place them
in spacelike relation. Thus, the mathematical problem now concerns both causal
ordering as well as Cauchy determination.
Hilbert’s position is that we need to reconcile the general covariance of the
conceptual structure of physics with our experience of the world as causal (both
causally ordered, and causally determinate in the sense of Cauchy determination).
That is, we must be able to recover the world as we subjectively experience it from
the generally covariant structure of objective physics. This is Hilbert’s “causality
problem” in 1917.

3.6 Hilbert’s 1917 Resolution of His “Causality Problem”
To address his “causality problem”, Hilbert begins by introducing the notion of
“proper coordinate systems”: by definition, transformations among such coordinate
systems respect the distinction between spacelike and timelike coordinate axes, preserve the temporal ordering of cause and effect, and ensure Cauchy determination.
If we restrict ourselves to the use of proper coordinate systems, we will extract
causally determinate structures appropriate for expressing our experience of the
world, from the generally covariant conceptual structure.
The mathematical aspect of Hilbert’s “causality problem”, of achieving Cauchy
determination, is solved via appeal to “proper coordinate systems”. As Stachel
(1992) states, Hilbert was the first to discuss the Cauchy problem for the Einstein
equations. The solution Hilbert offers in his Second Communication (Hilbert 1917)
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makes explicit use of Gaussian coordinates, which put the remaining 10 equations
into Cauchy normal form. While Stachel also points out that many of the subtleties
and difficulties posed by general covariance escaped Hilbert in 1917, the problem
that Hilbert posed and the general method for its solution continue to be a part of
standard practice in General Relativity.7
The epistemological face of Hilbert’s “causality problem” is less familiar, and it
is to this that Hilbert turns his attention having addressed the mathematical issue.
We noted above that, for Hilbert, general covariance has profound epistemological
significance as the criterion of physical objectivity, enabling us to eliminate the
“anthropomorphic slag” associated with preferred choices of coordinate systems.
What Hilbert is looking for is an account of the relationship between the physically
objective world as expressed by generally covariant field equations, and our
subjective experience of the world as causally ordered and causally determinate.
According to our reconstruction (see Brading and Ryckman 2008, 2009), the
approach he takes is to consider the status of the statements that we make reporting
our experiences of the world as causally ordered and determinate. In the Second
Communication Hilbert explicitly insists that physically meaningful propositions
in physics must have a generally covariant formulation. However, this condition is
not by itself sufficient for physical meaningfulness. In the light of “the principle of
causality” (Hilbert 1917, p. 1024), a second condition must be added, according to
which when such a proposition is expressed with respect to a “proper” coordinate
system, the truth value of that statement is uniquely determined by an appropriate
foliation of spacelike hypersurfaces. In this way, Hilbert unites the objectivity
achieved by general covariance with the subjectivity of our experience of the world
as causal, dissolving the appearance of conflict.
In sum, Hilbert’s contribution to the Cauchy problem arises from the mathematical face of his causality problem. The problem is a genuine technical challenge
facing generally covariant physics, and Hilbert’s proposal for a solution remains
familiar in the practice of contemporary General Relativity. For Hilbert, this
mathematical problem is embedded in a deeper epistemological problem: that of
reconciling our experience of a causally ordered and univocally determinate world
with the four-dimensional structure of generally covariant physics. This problem has
not gone away, and though Hilbert’s proposal may be unfamiliar in contemporary
discussions, we submit that it may be worth revisiting in earnest.8

7 See,

once again, Ohanian (2008, n. 56), cited above.
to go further, Hilbert’s epistemological analysis of the differing status that should be
accorded to general covariance versus causality might perhaps be suggestive to those working on
the interpretation of General Relativity as a gauge theory, and the associated “problem of time” in
quantum gravity.

8 Indeed,
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3.7 Hilbert and Einstein Compared
Einstein abandoned general covariance for over two years, justifying this in part
by appeal to his hole argument, and the “causality problem” that this argument
poses. Then, with his generally covariant field equations in hand, Einstein restored
causality by means of his “point coincidence argument”, which is best understood as
asserting that systems of spacetime coordinates have no metrical or other physical
significance, but serve merely as arbitrary labels for spacetime points.
We maintain that Hilbert’s “causality problem” was never that posed by Einstein’s hole argument9 despite superficial similarities in some of Hilbert’s discussions (see, for example, Hilbert 1916). In our opinion, the clearest way to see this
is to recognize that Einstein’s solution to his own problem, concerning the status of
spacetime coordinates, is something that Hilbert emphasized from the outset, and
which furthermore does nothing to address the problem that Hilbert was addressing.
On the first point, it is significant that in 1915 Hilbert termed the labels for points
in his four-dimensional spacetime “world parameters”. This terminology highlights
the analogy with the arbitrary character of curve parameterizations in the calculus
of variations. As Howard and Norton (1993) point out, the Göttingen mathematical
community was thoroughly familiar with the use of arbitrary coordinates in the
work of Lagrange, Gauss, and Riemann, and it seems highly unlikely, to say the
least, that Hilbert was confused about this issue. This evidence is circumstantial, but
compelling, and strongly supported by the statement of the problem that Hilbert
gives in his Theorem 1 (Hilbert 1915a,b), where Hilbert makes clear that his
“causality problem” arises due to dependencies among the field equations. In other
words, Hilbert started from a position in which coordinates are merely arbitrary
labels for spacetime points, and thus his “causality problem” cannot be that which
Einstein expresses in the hole argument; rather, it arises when we seek to recover
the mathematical property of Cauchy determination.
That Einstein’s and Hilbert’s problems with causality differ is further emphasized
by the second point noted above: Einstein’s solution to his causality problem (via
the point coincidence argument) does nothing to address Hilbert’s. Recall that,
essentially, Einstein’s solution in his point coincidence argument posits a fourdimensional arrangement of events on a spacetime manifold. This four-dimensional
arrangement does not come causally ordered, nor does it tell us how to recover
univocal determination from our field equations. Both of these can be achieved by
picking an appropriate co-ordinate system, and this is exactly what Hilbert points
9 Stachel

(1992) writes that while Einstein was “always a bit vague about just what he meant by
causality” in his hole argument, Hilbert on the other hand “gave a quite precise meaning to the
concept”, formulating it in the context of whether the field equations can be expressed in Cauchy
normal form. Surely it is right that Hilbert was led to think about causality in the context of general
covariance by Einstein’s concerns in the summer of 1915, and Stachel is of course exactly right
that Hilbert’s version of the problem is stated in the precise mathematical language of the Cauchy
problem. What we wish to emphasize is that the problem Hilbert thus arrives at is importantly
different from that with which Einstein wrestled in his hole argument.
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out that we need to do: in order to recover—via the field equations—our experience
of the four-dimensional world of point events as univocally causally ordered, we
need to make use of “proper” coordinate systems.10 This does not imply that Hilbert
attributed physical significance to coordinate systems. On the contrary, as we have
emphasized, and as Stachel (1992, p. 412) remarks, Hilbert assumed from the
outset that “all solutions related by a coordinate transformation must be regarded
as physically equivalent.”

3.8 Conclusion
Hilbert’s “causality problem” is not that which Einstein expressed in his “hole argument” and resolved with his “point coincidence argument”. Rather, Hilbert begins
from the key premise of the “point coincidence argument”, that coordinates are
arbitrary labels, and seeks to solve the mathematical and epistemological problems
that then arise. The mathematical problem, and Hilbert’s proposed solution, remain
standard fare in General Relativity today: the imposition of coordinate conditions
for arriving at a solution to the Einstein Field Equations. The epistemological
problem, of how we reconcile general covariance with our experience of the world
as spatiotemporally and causally ordered and causally determinate, remains a puzzle
admitting of no uncontroversial solution. Hilbert’s proposal piggy-backs on his
solution to the mathematical problem and, in our opinion, its implications for the
interpretation of General Relativity and associated epistemological issues deserve
further exploration.11
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